


this collection will open your eyes to our social culture through visual, emotional, and behavior research. the main focus of the project is the issues with

S O C I A L M E D I A
and how badly it influences the social culture. social media have an enormous influence on our brain, it could change who we are, how we think, and what we do.

social media platforms achieve this by using

P S Y C H O L O G Y
psychology against users and tracking their behavior. how long we spend on it when we are lonely when we are depressed and with all this information they

create an algorithm that fits the specific personalities.

i have also learned that social media have a greater impact on young people's sense of

I D E N T I T Y
, self-worth, and their ability to connect with others. in the present day, teens have their personal devices that provide them with too much information

about how they should look, behave, and think. if the other teens don't live up to this they will feel left out, pushed away, and even bullied. this does not

only apply to this age group but adults as well. we are constantly competing and comparing us with each other, who is the most trendy and gets the most

likes.

this collection will explore the concept of our everyday use of technology and how this has become implanted in our brains as something normal. the way we

look at information, entertain us when we are bored, it feels like we are never

T R U L Y A L O N E
truly alone. there is something hidden behind the screen that seduces us, almost like the feeling of watching a magic trick. this hidden manipulation

controls what we want even though we don't know want we want. Every great magic trick comes with a great set up. the great game of manipulation between users

and software where one is unconsciously competing against the other by using the device as a tool instead of it using you.

Gathering all my research and approach, i've concluded my garments would be based on a biker jacket as a base of constructions, iʼm choosing a biker jacket
as i find the shape of a biker jacket have a lot of structure, stability, and character. the

CONFUSION
of the identity will be reflected in the garment as print and detailed but also mixed with technology accessory to get the illusions of we are being

controlled of technology.

the face is not important in the collections because the face has become the digital code and there is just a trace of identity left. faces are a crucial

factor in who we are and how we present us but strict it away will leave us with identity lost.

are we in the control or are we being controlled?

do we know who we are and what we stand for?

the concept of darkness is not always black nor scary, it could be ones and zeroes, is the technology you are holding a tool or is it just an

unconscious habit.

photographs MAX CAVALLARI



“The excessive use of this technology has led us to an addiction to these
tools that have long since replaced ourʻdowntimeʼ," adding that mobile

technology means we are witnessing an“erosion” of our offline lives in favor
of our online existence.

to what extent are we willing to give up physical identity?”

photographs MAX CAVALLARIphotographs ERIC PICKERSGILL



THE LATE 1920 S BROTHERS IRVING AND JACK SCHOTT
FOUNDED THE COMPANY SCHOTT NYC 1928 THE WORLDS

FIRST MOTORCYCLE JACKET RELEASED NAMED:

PERFECTO
THE 1950S THE MOTORCYCLE JACKET SHOT TO FAME IN

1953
THANKS TO HOLLYWOOD HEARTTHROB MARLON BRANDO
WHO SPORTED SCHOTT Ś PERFECTO IN THE HIT FILM

THE WILD ONE.
EFFORTLESS AND OOZING ATTITUDE THE MOTORCYCLE

JACKET INSTANTLY BECOME A SYMBOL OF

COOL

“NOTHING OF ME IS ORIGINAL. I AM THE COMBINED EFFORT OF EVERYONE I ́VE EVER
KNOWN”
- CHUCK PALAHNIUK, INVISBLE MONSTERS

FACES ARE ARE IMPORTANT FOR OUR IDENTITY AND IN THIS COLLECTIONS IT ́S NOT
BECAUSE THE FACE HAS BECOME THE DIGITAL CODE AND THERE IS JUST A TRACE OF

IDENTITY
LEFT.

FACES ARE CRUCIAL FACTOR IN WHO WE ARE AND HOW WE PRESENT US BUT STRICT IT
AWAY WILL LEAVE US WITH IDENTITY LOST

garment details, the shoulder stitches for the

stability of the garment

front

back

no identity no identity no identity

no identity no identity no identity

no identity no identity no identity

no identity no identity no identity

no identity no identity no identity

no identity no identity no identity

no identity no identity no identity

x ray garment for getting effects

back detail build in the back pocket for extra storage



trousers shirt shape?

cut of detail for an illusion

of different garment

accessories detail or

garment detail finish?

face wrap hide the identity

of the users and gives

illusions of no identity

side views of jacket with

stitches detail

THE GREAT GAME OF MANIPULATION BETWEEN USERS AND SOFTWARE WHERE ONE IS
UNCONSCIOUSLY COMPETING AGAINST THE OTHER BY USING THE DEVICE AS A TOOL
INSTEAD OF IT USING YOU.

DEALING WITH MANIPULATION IS ALL ABOUT READING BETWEEN THE LINES AND
RECOGNIZING THE LIES FOR WHAT THEY ARE.

“smartphones, tablets, and technological
tools allow us to see the wonders on the

other side of the world and at the same

time make us lose those moments that

happen around us.”

DRAPING BODY



“THERE ARE ONLY TWO INDUSTRIES THAT CALL
THEIR CUSTOMERS USERS: ILLEGAL DRUGS AND
SOFTWARE”

- EDWARD TUFTE

SOCIAL MEDIA IS EASY TO USE AND LET GO,
LET IT CONTROL YOU.

DON ́T THINK
DON ́T THINK

SOCIAL MEDIA IS MORE ABOUT SOCIOLOGY AND
PSYCHOLOGY THAN TECHNOLOGY”

- BRIAN SOLIS

“family sitting next to me at
illium cafe in troy, ny [was]

so disconnected from one

another. not much talking.

father and two daughters have

their own phones out. mom

doesnʼt have one or chooses to
leave it put away. she stares

out the window, sad and alone

in the company of her closest

family. dad looks up every so

often to announce some obscure

piece of info he found online.

despite the obvious benefits

that these advances in

technology have contributed to

society, the social and

physical implications are

slowly revealing themselves.

in similar ways that

photography transformed the

lived experience into the

photographable, performable,

and reproducible experience…
personal devices are shifting

behaviors while simultaneously

blending into the landscape by

taking form as being one with

the body. this phantom limb is

used as a way of signaling

busyness and unapproachability

to strangers while existing as

an addictive force that

promotes the splitting of

attention between those who

are physically with you and

those who are not. iʼm not
attempting to tell others what

to do with their time, iʼm just
hopefully offering up a moment

of realization. i just

personally need the reminder

to put it down because it is an

addiction”

- ERIC PICKERSGILL



playing with face wrap idea

and try to get interesting

shape form the collage

drape and collage work hood

within build mask details

stitch in the bar code print

for presenting the concept

that human is a product

add in motorcycle shoulder

detail for the stiff fabric

and stability

back detail for a

vest or a jacket for

interesting holding

and detail

drape work first try on the face wrap



remove mask middle zipper and

add zipper around the collar

change the logo into a more

unpredictable and suit for

the concept

trousers back detail with

bags details and strap

front trouser detail

poncho front pocket detail

with print

change collar and add hood into

the design for practical use

two different fabric on poncho the top

part is more steady fabric and lower

part with more puffy
add the

split

fabric

detail

the head cover needs to be

more lose and more stretchy

lower the shoulder pad more

and make the garment bigger

lower the garment and add the

back detail

split the poncho so it has

the detail like the biker

jacket

push the hood more forward

and add cap

add button



screenshoot from CLO3D

work on look 2 vest and

sweatshirt with face

mask

look 2 samplethree-layer sleeve detail

( stitch in the ham)

removable sleeve bag

detail with two extra

pocket build in

inside out front pocket

trouser cut off and removable

into shorts hold together

with buckle

trousers side detail are

inspired by the phone holder

stand detail

adding buckle on CLO3D

two faces stitching it to

get clean finishing with

topstitch

vest back detail



trousers back bags details

cover the face and add half

print on it

strap bags for the hood

details

the hood opening does not

meet the expectation for

the concept and it looks

like a spaceman wish is

off

trial on hat hood failed

and need to change into to

more realistic and usable

accessories and add strap

bags build in to the hood

front pocket detail with a

zipper

strap with buckle on

the side of the vest

and can adjust the

fit

look 3 trouser sample

“to what extent are we willing to give up physical
identity?”



look 4 CLO3D jacket work

"i was so focused on this little

shining screen that i couldnʼt see
the reality that surrounds me"

pockets details on the jacket

the lower part of the jacket

pocket details

sleeve pockets details

hat mask details

sleeve pockets details



blazer sleeve back details

look 5 trousers sample

two collar in one details

the strap

does around

from half

front into

half-back

two in one trouser with

stretchy lower part

jumpsuit with in-build

blazers into half of it

attaches into middle details



how far do we let technology

control our life, are we

aware or are we at the point

that nobody really cares

anymore

split cut on

the side

details

hoodie cut details

hood details

waist band details

back hood details






















